
1. Introduction

Inequalities in demand often result into the shortage of
supplies in some retail facilities, while others report sur-
pluses, regardless of their being part of the same supply
chain. The classic rules of supply  and the appropriate
transportation models do not assume the redistribution
of supplies among the retailers, that is, transshipment to
the retail facility from another one. The shortage in sup-
plies lasts as long as the delivery arrives from a supplier
or from a distribution centre (DC). A logical issue that
needs to be discussed is wheter a transshipment of sup-
plies among retailers is possible and whether it pays.
This paper is devoted to this very issue and offers a mod-
el to analyse various scenarios of the potential supplies
redistribution.

The study of the phenomena in the supply chains Ê1,2Ë
shows that the firm’s performance is increasingly depend-
ent on the performance of the chain it is part of. In order
that the efficiency be improved, the issues of transporta-
tion, stocks and information support, as well as new rules
for the chain operation are analysed. One modern ap-
proach is the implementation of transshipment and supply
redistribution Ê3,4Ë. The modern information- communica-
tion infrastructure has allowed for the transshipment con-
cepts to be implemented in dealing with the consumer
commodity, and not, as it was earlier the case, only in deal-
ing with relatively expensive products (e.g., automobiles)
whose delivery, by a rule, takes time.  The chain and the is-
sue description discussed in this paper is presented in the
next chapter. The third chapter brings a mathematical
model, its translation into the algebraic modelling lan-
guage AMPL Ê5Ë, and the data used in the experiments.

The findings and the analysis of these are presented  in the
fourth chapter, whereas the fifth chapter offers brief con-
cluding remarks related to the research the findings of
which are presented below.

2. Problem description and formulation

Redistribution is defined as a process of cross, lateral,
transfer of stocks from one retail facility (RF) with a
surplus of stocks to another RF that reports a shortage.
The stocks redistribution  among the RF is often a less
expensive and a more convenient option compared to
the increase in the number of deliveries from the suppli-
er. It is one method to reduce the risk of the shortages
in the product supply. Besides, redistribution increases
the frequency of supplies  and shortens the time of de-
livery which could otherwise be unacceptably long due
to long distances between the suppliers and distribution
centres, or due to the orders being extremely small. This
is also the way to reduce the storage charges and the
costs of stock-outs.

In case of the classical model, the RF orders are placed
to the suppliers in advance, before it can be predisted
what the demand will be like in the following period.
Transshipment is the method of reallocation of stocks in
accordance with the demand realized in the previous pe-
riod. The transshipment of stocks helps reduce the costs
of storage of defficient stocks in the sales facilities
where the realized demand is not in accord with the
planned one. Transshipment of stocks is considered to
be an effective method of dealing with stohastic demand
as well as of improving the performance and the reliabil-
ity of the chain.
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The stocks transshipment concept, however, requires
that the communication and information exchange in the
supply chain be increased. The Internet and other mod-
ern communication technologies ensure efficient ways of
communication among the agents in the supply chain.
Contrary to the traditional systems of business informa-
tion exchange – EDI (Electronic Data Interchange) that
only really big firms could afford, the information ex-
change mechanism provided  by the Internet technolo-
gies and the mobile computer science is now available
and affordable to small firms too. Therefore, the require-
ment that communication should be efficient for the pur-
pose of the stocks transshipment concept implementation
is today easy to satisfy via the Internet. 

We will here analyse the impact the transshipment concept
has upon the business policy of stocks ordering and replen-
ishment. We will observe a single supplier system, with a
centralized distribution centre and a large number of RFs,
Figure 1. The supplier delivers periodically to the distribu-
tion centre, and the redistribution of stocks among the RFs
is possible in the intervals between the two deliveries. The
transshipment is reviewed at the end of each period and
the redistributed products can be used to meet the demand
in the periods to come. Contrary to the research so far, this
model explicitely includes the time of delivery and ob-
serves the problem of a number of periods when the stocks
transshipment can be used to meet the demand not only in
the next, but also in any following periods.

The first step in the development of the model with a pos-
sible stocks transshipment is to define the way the supply
chain functions. Here the following assumptions are made.

The assumptions:
1. One supplier meets the total demand of the RF net-

work.
2. The supplier delivers to distribution centres in the

network, which further deliver to the RF.
3. The location and number of RF are specified.
4. The capacities of distribution centres and of RF are

infinite.
5. The transshipment of goods can be made between

any two retail facilities.
6. If the RF reports the shortage of goods in the period

t, the sales are considered as lost. Furthermore, there
is an additional cost due to the loss of customer loy-
alty.

7. Each RF first uses its stocks to meet their own de-
mend and only then, if requested, can send the sur-
plus to other RS points.

8. Transshipments  takes place at the end of each peri-
od, for the purpose of meeting the demand in the fol-
lowing one.

9. The supplier delivers to distribution centres on the
basis of several (five) periods (i.e., at the beginning
of every week, if a period is longer than a day), while
the deliveries from distribution centres and the redis-
tribution are shopped in all periods (i.e., daily).

10. The value of demand in the preceeding period
serves to anticipate the demand in the period to
come.

11. The surplus of stocks cannot be returned to the sup-
plier.

12. The costs of keepng stocks can formally be viewed
as costs of stocks self-redistribution.

13. There is no competition among the RS points.

Figure 1. Topology of
supply chain
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In this network, the RFs receive goods before the demand
has been met. Over time, the stocks in each RF are used to
meet the demand in the respective period. At the end of
the period, the surplus of supplies can be retained or redis-
tributed to other sales facilities. In either situation the
goods can be used to meet the demand in the subsequent
period. Figure 2 presents the time flow with core events. 

The original task set before the system designer and the
planner is to define the policies of stock supply and redistri-
bution in order to minimize the total costs incurred in the
operations within the given supply chain. These costs in-
clude: fixed costs of supplies, delivery charges, costs of stor-
age and costs of shortages. As regards the stohastic charac-
ter of demand, the total costs are also random costs. This
means that a solution that could best meet one demand,
need not be optimal, may even prove to be a very un-
favourable solution if another, different demand arises.
Hence the approach to solving this problem is adopted that
is based on experimenting and simulation of various scenar-

ios. One scenario is defined by the number of periods and
the respective values of demand. These values are previ-
ously defined randomly, according to the adopted function
of the demand probability distribution. Then the optimum
solution to stocks and transport management, that is, the
optimum scenario solution is worked out for the generated
values of demand, viewed as deterministic input data.

The more different scenarios, the more optimum solutions.
In the end, the task is set to find a solution whose perform-
ances (costs) least deviate from the individual optimum
costs of the concrete scenarios. This ultimate solution is a
compromise and it need not be identical to any other indi-
vidual optimum solutions obtained in analysisng a con-
crete scenario. The compromise solution, optimum in a
way for all the scenarios viewed as a whole, is presented by
the quantities to be periodically transported from the sup-
plier to the distribution centres, from the distribution cen-
tres to each RF and by the value of the transshipment
among the RFs.
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In order to examine the effectivity of the compromise so-
lution, the function of the multiscenario model objective is
defined as the total regret taken as a sum of regrets per sce-
nario. The regret per scenario is in turn defined as the dif-
ference between the costs incurred when a compromise so-
lution is applied to this scenario and the costs incurred in
applying the optimum solution to the scenario.

3. Mathematical model

In formulating a multiscenario model we will use the no-
tation adjusted to the requirements of the AMPL mod-
elling language, Ê5Ë.

3.1 Notation

Indices and sets
K – set of all the scenarios indexed by k,
W – set of all distribution centres indexed by w,
I – set of all RS points indexed by i and j,
T – set of time periods indexed by t ; t = 1 denotes the
period 1.

Input parametres
n – number of time intervals,
sw – unit cost of delivery from the supplier to the dis-
tribution centre w,

Figure 2. Time flow in the supply chain
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cwi – unit cost of delivery from the distribution centre
w to the RF i,
fij – unit cost of redistribution from RF i to RF j,
u – unit cost of shortage in supplies,
gw – fixed costs added to the w distribution centre lo-
cation,
dik

t – demand in RF i in the t period for the k sce-
nario,
D – the factor ensuring that deliveries from the sup-
plier are effected upon the expiry of five

periods,
hi – initial inventories in RF i,
qt = Ì1, if the t period is the period in which the sup-
plier delivers to distribution centres, 0,

otherwise Í
vw – initial inventories in the distribution centre w

Managerial variables

Xijk
t – the quantity redistributed from RF i to RF j in

the period t for the scenario k;
Ywi

t – the quantity delivered from the distribution
centre w to RF i in the period t;

Zw
t – the quantity delivered from the supplier to the

distribution centre w in the period t;

Performances

Ok – the amount of minimum costs (optimum value)
for the scenario k;
Pik

t – the amount of shortage od stocks in RF i, at the
end of the period t for the scenario k;
Rk – regret per scenario k;
Uik

t = Ì 1 if there is a shortage in stocks in RF i in pe-
riod t for the scenario k, 0 otherwise Í

3.2. The TRANSSHIPMENT model

On the basis of the assumptions and the adopted nota-
tion, a TRANSSHIPMENT model was created to de-
scribe the supply chain from the supplier, to the distribu-
tion centre, to the retail facilities (RFs). The stohastic
character of demand in the RFs is described using differ-
ent scenarios and the regret concept described earlier in
the paper. The TRANSSHIPMENT model is an optimi-
sation model used to devise a compromise optimum so-
lution to minimize the expected value of regret for a
larger number of scenarios.

Model 1. TRANSSHIPMENT



In the above model the objective function is present-
ed in (1) and (2) and expresses the total regret, where
the formula (2) defines the the regret value for the k
scenario. The constraint (3) reflects the assumption
that demand is predicted on the basis of the previous
period demand value. In the constraint (4) we imply
that the amount of goods ordered from the supplier in
each delivery period has to be based on the total de-
mand incurred since the previous delivery period. The
constraints (5) and (6) specify that the amount of
goods delivered to one RF equals the demand in this
facility plus the amount of stocks transshiped from this
facility to others.

The constraint (7) refers to the fact that no transship-
ment is allowed from a given RF until its demand has
been met. The constraint (8) says that the amount of
shortage in one RF cannot be larger than the demand
in that same facility. The constraint (9) does not allow
the shipments from the distribution centre to be larger
than the shipments received from the supplier. Finally,
the constraint (10) says that the supplier can deliver
goods to distribution centres only in set periods. 

Prior to working this model out, it is necessary that op-
timum solution ok for each individual scenario k be
found. Hence a single-scenario model was created
where the objective function  is expressed by the total
costs, while the constratints in the functioning of the
supply chain are the same as in the previous model.
The inputs to this model are the deterministic values
of demand in each RF plus the shipment and storage
charges. The model helped find the optimal solutions
of ok for each k scenario. These values were used as
inputs for calculating the regret in the TRANSSHIP-
MENT model.

3.3 Data

In preparing the data we had to take several important
characteristics of real issues into consideration. For ex-
ample, it was important that the shortage costs be rea-
sonably higher compared to shipment charges. If the
costs of the shortage in supplies are too low, there will
be no motivation to replenish the inventory by ordering
from the supplier. Similarly, the data must reflect the re-
alistic fact that in everyday practice it is cheaper for the
RF to order goods directly from the distribution centre,
rather than through another retail facility, which can be
written as follows:

cwj < cwi + fij ,      ∀ w, i, j

in addition, for the transshipments to be economically
meaningful, it is necessary that the transshipment costs

be lower than the storage charges in one RF and the
shortages costs in another. This requirement can be
written as follows:

fij < fii + u,            ∀ i , j

To simplify the presentation, we decided to model the
demand in the RF as an independent random variable
with a normal distribution where the means and vari-
ances for the facilities differ, however not much, since
RF are supposed to operate in similar markets.
Independence in this case means that the demand in one
RF does not affect the demand in another. It is also as-
sumed that the demand in one facility cannot be trans-
ferred to another. 

To illustrate this supply chain we chose a single suppli-
er, single distribution centre and five retail facilities (A,
B, C, D, E) network. Table 1 shows the parametres used
to generate demand in each of these objects.

Table 1. Demand in retail facilities
Using the random number method in the MS Excel, and
on the basis of Table 1, we generated 50 random values
of demand for each of the RFs. This fulfilled the needs
of 5 different scenarios, 10 time periods per each of
them. The scenarios helped model the unpredictability
of demand and the potential variations in real demand.

3.4 AMPL model

The TRANSSHIPMENT model was translated into the
computer  executive variant using the AMPL modelling
language. The database listing containing the AMPL
model is the following:

AMPL Model1. TRANSSHIPMENT.mod

set SCENARIO; # scenarios
set DISTCENTR; # distribution centres
set MP; # retail facilities
set PERIOD;

param numperiods>=0;
param costsw ÌDISTCENTRÍ >=0;
param costwf ÌDISTCENTR, MPÍ >=0;
param costff ÌMP, MPÍ >=0;
param short>=0;
param fixed ÌDISTCENTRÍ >=0;
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RF A B C D E 
Mean  100 90 90 110 130 

Standard 
deviation 10 10 8 10 15 
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param demand ÌMP, PERIOD,SCENARIOÍ >=0;
param weight >=0;
param initial Inventory Ìi in MPÍ>=0;
param shipping period Ìt in PERIODÍ binary;
param initial InventoriesDCÌw in DISTCENTRÍ>=0;
param optimal Ìs in SCENARIOÍ>=0;

var shortamt Ìi in MP, t in PERIOD, s in SCENARIOÍ>=0;
var shipff Ìi in MP, j in MP, t in PERIOD, s in SCENARIOÍ>=0;
var shipwf Ìw in DISTCENTR, i in MP, t in PERIODÍ>=0;
var shipsw Ìw in DISTCENTR, t in PERIODÍ>=0;
var shortage Ìi in MP, t in PERIOD,s in SCENARIOÍ binary;
var regret Ìs in SCENARIOÍ;

minimize total regret:  sum Ìs in SCENARIOÍ regretÊsË; #objective function  (1)

subject to Regret per Each Scenario Ìz in SCENARIOÍ: 
regretÊzË= (sum Ìw in DISTCENTRÍ (fixedÊwË)+
sum Ìi in MPÍ (initial InventoriesÊiË*costffÊi,iË +
sum Ìt in PERIODÍ (short*shortamtÊi,t,zË+
sum Ìw in DISTCENTRÍ (costswÊwË*shipswÊw,tË+costwfÊw,iË*shipwfÊw,i,tË)+
sum Ìj in MPÍ costffÊi,jË*shipffÊi,j,t,zË))) - optimalÊzË; # regret (2)

subject to Previous Demand1 Ìi in MP, t in 2..numperiods, s in SCENARIOÍ: 
sumÌw in DISTCENTRÍ shipwfÊw,i,tË + sumÌj in MPÍ shipffÊj,i,t-1,sË >= demand Êi,t-
1,sË; # constraint (3)

subject to Previous Demand2 Ìt in 6..numperiods, s in SCENARIOÍ:
sum Ìw in DISTCENTRÍ shipswÊw,tË>= sumÌt-5..t-1, i in MPÍ 
(Shipment periodÊtË*demandÊi,t,sË); # constraing (4)

subject to Balance in Period1 Ìi in MP, s in SCENARIOÍ:
sum Ìw in DISTCENTRÍ shipwfÊw,i,1Ë + initial InventoriesÊiË - demandÊi,1,sË -
sum Ìj in MPÍ shipffÊi,j,1,sË + shortamtÊi,1,sË=0; # constraint (5)

subject to Balance Ìi in MP, t in 2..numperiods, s in SCENARIOÍ:
sum Ìw in DISTCENTRÍ shipwfÊw,i,tË+sum Ìj in MPÍ shipffÊj,i,t-1,sË
- demandÊi,t,sË - sum Ìj in MPÍ shipffÊi,j,t,sË + shortamtÊi,t,sË=0; # constraint (6)

subject to shiplimit Ìi in MP, t in PERIOD, s in SCENARIOÍ:
sum Ìj in MPÍ shipffÊi,j,t,sË<=weight*(1-shortageÊi,t,sË); # constraint (7)

subject to shortagelimit Ìi in MP, t in PERIOD, s in SCENARIOÍ:
shortamtÊi,t,sË <=demandÊi,t,sË * shortageÊi,t,sË ; # constraint (8)

subject to shiplimitfromDC Ìw in DISTCENTR, t in PERIODÍ:
sum Ìi in MPÍ shipwfÊw,i,tË<=initial InventoriesDCÊwË+sum Ìt2 in 1..t-1Í
(shipswÊw,t2Ë - sumÌi in MPÍ shipwfÊw,i,t2Ë); # constraint (9)

subject to ShipToDC Ìw in DISTCENTR, t in PERIODÍ:
weight*Shipping periodÊtË >= shipswÊw,tË; # constraint (10)

The following listing is a database type .dat containing the input data for the AMPL Model1. TRANSSHIPMENT



AMPL Model1. TRANSSHIPMENT.dat

set SCENARIO:=1 2 3 4 5;
set WRHSE:= W;
set FACIL:= A B C D E;
set TIME:=1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10;

param numperiods:= 10;
param initialInventoryDC:= W 0;
param costsw := W 2;
param short:= 25;
param fixed:= W 10000;
param weight:= 10000;
param optimal := 1 74450

2 78805
3 81698
4 79836
5 82178;

param initInventories:= A 0
B 0
C 0
D 0
E 0;

param costff (tr): A B C D E:=
A 1 2 3 4 5
B 2 1 2 3 4
C 3 2 1 2 3
D 4 3 2 1 2
E 5 4 3 2 1;

param shipping period:= 1 1
2 0
3 0
4 0
5 0
6 1
7 0
8 0
9 0
10 0;
param costwf (tr): W:= A 1
B 1
C 1
D 1
E 1;
param demand :=
Ê*,*,1Ë:
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10:=
A 85 107 91 96 89 131 109 114 89 123
B 75 97 81 86 79 60 82 84 84 82
C 71 91 79 97 95 67 99 71 103 96

D 97 118 102 111 125 84 116 116 118 104
E 110 142 118 131 153 94 119 131 108 127
Ê*,*,2Ë:
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10:=
A 75 95 96 84 105 104 96 122 102 107
B 66 91 96 67 95 96 91 96 100 87
C 72 95 107 91 90 86 73 85 87 89
D 97 114 101 100 114 111 112 121 127 107
E 163 139 141 132 170 102 124 121 133 152
Ê*,*,3Ë:
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10:=
A 93 113 103 77 106 114 98 116 107 106
B 90 96 103 92 81 80 101 75 91 94
C 99 87 88 94 101 81 99 89 77 76
D 110 123 123 100 125 90 123 115 115 106
E 145 123 139 141 156 148 154 121 123 158
Ê*,*,4Ë:
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10:=
A 117 114 89 107 109 100 106 115 99 103
B 101 106 110 86 95 75 96 90 84 93
C 95 108 100 90 93 95 97 86 91 83
D 116 101 102 122 107 84 124 110 93 112
E 134 113 130 152 115 124 136 142 136 126
Ê*,*,5Ë:
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10:=
A 98 97 96 110 103 114 114 96 100 131
B 89 104 72 102 84 95 87 72 88 103
C 85 98 96 89 87 89 95 86 90 81
D 101 103 102 101 105 120 110 115 104 100
E 104 165 95 146 133 153 118 163 130 109;

AMPL Model1. TRANSSHIPMENT.dat

4. Results of the experiment

The Model1.TRANSSHIPMENT.mod with
Model1.TRANSSHIPMENT.dat input data was de-
vised on the Intel Pentium 4 (Northwood), 2 GHz, 1GB
DDR-SDRAM. A GLPSOL solver, component part of
“Open Source“ of the GLPK package (GNU Linear
Programming Kit) was used, and this is meant for solv-
ing the problems of linear and mixed even number pro-
gramming Ê6Ë. The package consists of a large number
of GLPK API routines written in the C language and
can be retrieved from the user application. The GLP-
SOL solver can be used autonomously for solving prob-
lems formulated in the following formats:

•  LP/MIP model in GNU LP format,
•  LP/MIP problem in fixed MPS format, 
•  LP/MIP problem in freeMPS format,
•  LP/MIP problem in CPLEX LP format,
•  LP/MIP model written in GNU MathProg model-

ling language.
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The GNU MathProg modelling language is a subset of
the AMPL, however, since it is open for general use,
there are no limitations as to the number of variables
nor limitations enforced by the AMPI – 300 x 300 stu-
dent version.

We were concerned with solving three varieties of the
model:

1.  Model1.TRANSSHIPMENT that considers a
possible distribution between the RFs.

2.  Model2.NoTRANSSHIPMENT which consid-
ers the case identical to the previous one, how-
ever, without the possibility of transshipment,
i.e., RF are independent from each other.

3.  Model3.Deterministic which does not consider
the randomness of demand as the two previous
models do, using the scenario concept, but is
otherwise identical to the previous model.

The results obtained are as follows:
1.  The model had a total of 1815 variables, of

which 250 even-number, and 250 binary, and
1026 constraints. There were 8390 non-zero val-
ues in the constraints matrix.

2.  The optimum value for the objective function
TotalRegret is 22896.

3.  The total costs and the total regret for the three
previous cases are shown in Table 2, where the
%Difference is given as related to the costs of
the deterministic case:

Table 2. Optimization results

The deterministic case was expected to display mini-
mum costs, since the future demand is known precise-
ly. In such circumstances the safety inventory is not
necessary and this reduces the storage charges.
Besides, planning helps eliminate the costs of short-
ages. The deterministic model is also the easiest prob-
lem to solve. Contrary to the deterministic model, the
cases with and with no transshipment have to find
compromise solutions.

In the case with an allowed transshipment among the
RFs, the total costs are somewhat lower compared to
the costs in the no transshipment case. A more thor-

ough analysis of the two cases, however, can be con-
ducted  by observing the storage policy and the fre-
quency of stock-outs. The results of the analysis are
shown in Table 3.

Table 3. Optimization results analysis 

A conclusion can be drawn that the number of short-
ages almost doubles when transshipment is not al-
lowed, since the RF has to meet an increased demand
in a given period and hence stores the inventory or-
dered for the future periods, and this may reasult in
shortages in other RFs. On the other hand, in case the
transshipment among the RFs is allowed, the RF in
which the demand is lower than predicted can share
the surplus with the facility reporting the shortage. In
this case new transshipment costs emerge, however,
the storage charges and the shortage costs are avoid-
ed. Also, the maximum and the mean values of the
shortage amount is by far more favourable in the
transshipment case than in the case without it.

Table 4 shows the differences between the average
values of total inventory in one period in both cases
under consideration.

Table 4. Optimization results analysis

As seen in Table 4, there is a significant difference in
the inventory quantity stored in the RFs. This is an im-
portant argument in favour of introducing the trans-
shipment type system if the RFs dispose of small ware-
house capacities or if we deal with perishable or sea-
sonal goods.

Another interesting characteristic for analysis is the
behaviour of safety inventory, that is, to what extent
the transshipment type systems reduce the amount of
safety inventory due to risk pooling. Table 5 shows the
results of this analysis.

 Total costs  Total Regret  % Difference  
Transshipm
ent allowed 

case 
419863 22986 5.77 % 

No 
transshipm

ent case 
425686 28719 5.23 % 

Determinis
tic case 

396967 - - 

 

 Average inventory quantity stored 
over a period 

Transshipment 
allowed case 

14,89 

No transshipment 
case 

27,83 

 
Number 

of 
shortages 

Frequency 
of 

shortages 

Maximum 
shortage 
amount 

Average 
value of 
shortage 
amount 

Transshipment 
allowed case 

8 3,56 % 13 7,25 

No transshipment 
case 

15 6,67 % 40 12,8 

 



Table 5. Delivery analysis

On the basis of the data from Table 5 we can conclude
that the quantities of goods delivered to DC or RFs are
only slightly smaller in the transshipment allowed case.
The explanation of this can be found in the model for-
mulation. Namely, the model requires that the goods be
ordered in accordance with the demand in the previous
periods. If the model were based on the respective de-
mand distributions, a more significant effects of risk
pooling could be expected in the cases where transship-
ment is allowed. Similarly, if the input data for the de-
mand distribution and the cost parametres were differ-
ent, a significant effect of transshipment upon the safety
inventory could be expected.

5. Conclusion 

The model presented allows for the analysis of different
supply policies, as well as different replenishment poli-
cies in the supply chain. The experimentally obtained
findings with hypothetic but really possible data lead to
the conclusion that the system with the transshipment in
the supply chains may significantly reduce the costs in
the stohastic demand cases, especially if the storage
charges and shortage costs are high. It must, however,
be pointed out that the systems with transshipment re-
quire a higher level of organization, trust and communi-
cation among the agents in the supply chains compared
to the systems with no transshipment.

The model presented could, naturally, be improved in
various directions – by the analysis of the model sensi-
tivity to different cost parametres, as well as by the
analysis of its implementation in various industries or
in stocks management of different products. The mod-
el can also be extended by introducing a larger num-
ber of distribution centres and the problems of assign-
ing the RFs to distribution centres. A crucially sub-
stantial improvement of the model would be an explic-
it introduction of the stohastic programming method
instead of the scenario method, however, the intro-
duction of a significantly larger number of scenarios
would also prove to be interesting.
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 Total 
delivery 
to DC 

Total 
delivery 
to RF 

Mean 
value of 

deliveries 
to RF 

Standard 
deviation 

of quantity 
delivered 

Transshipment 
allowed case 

5549 4785 106,33 21,47 

No 
transshipment 

case 
5556 4895 108,78 23,21 


